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To all whom it may concern: 
Be it known that I, ANALDO M. ENGLISH, 

ofProvidence, in the county of Providence and 
State of Rhode Island, have invented anew and 
useful Improvement in Friction-Clutches, of 
which the following is a full, clear, and exact 
description. 
The invention consists in a friction-clutch 

formed of a band or wire coiled around the 
10 shaft and provided with a projecting end for 

the application of power, whereby the coil will 
be tightened to grasp and rotate the shaft 
when the end of the projection of the wire or 
band is rotated in one direction, and the coil 

15 will he loosened so as .to slide or slip over the 
shaft when the projection is rotated in the re 
verse direction. 
The invention further consists in the com 

bination, with a wire or band coiled around the 
20 shaft and having its end projecting from the 

shaft, of a shifter or device for adjusting the 
ends of the coil in such a manner that it can 
be used to rotate the shaft in one direction or 
the other, as will be fully described herein 

25 after. 
Reference is to be had to the accompanying 

drawings, forming part of this speci?cation, in 
which similar letters of reference indicate cor 
responding parts in all the figures. 

Figure 1 is a longitudinal sectional elevation 
of my improved friction-clutch on the line as m, 
Fig. 2. Fig. 2 is a plan or longitudinal top 
view of the same. Fig. 3 is a longitudinal ele 
vation‘of a modi?cation of the same. Fig. 4 

35 is a. cross-sectional elevation of the same. Fig. 
5 is a longitudinal view of another modi?cation 
of the same, showing the clutch constructed 
with a ?at or band coil. 
The simplest form of my improved clutch is 

40 shown in Figs. 3 and 4. A rod or wire, A, is 
coiled a number of times around the shaft 13, 
but is not attached to the shaft. The end a, 
which 1 term the “inner end” of the rod or 
wire A, rests against the shaft B, and the op 

45 posite or outer end, 1;, projects from the shaft 
a distance equal to the desired length of the 
lever of the clutch. The outer end, I), of the 
wire or rod A is provided with a loop or eye, 
0, for pivoting a- connecting-rod or handle to 
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of the wire A is turned in the direction of the 
arrow at’, the coil will be tightened on the shaft 
B, and will grasp the shaft with sufficient press 
ure to rotate it—-that is, the shaft is grasped 
so ?rmly that the coil cannot slip on the shaft, 
and the latter must turn with the coil; but 
if the projecting end I) of the wire is turned in 
the reverse direction of the arrow a’, the coil 
will be loosened, and the coil will slip on the 
shaft A, which remains stationary, and only 
the coiled wire returns to its original position. 
The end bis again turned in the direction of the 
‘arrow a’, and the shaft is again grasped‘ and 
rotated. The shaft will thus be rotated by one 
movement of the end I) of the wire, but not 
during the return movement. I Y 

‘ The number of coils of the wire can be va 
ried as circumstances may require, this num 
ber increasing with the resistance offered by 
the shaft; but this clutch can only be used to 
operate in one direction, whereas the clutch 
shown in Figs. 1 and 2 can be adjusted to op 
erate in either direction. . 
The wire or rod D is coiled around the shaft 

B a number of times, and both ends at and d’ 
of this wire or rod project from the shaft, as 
shown. The wire D is contained in a casing, 
E, loosely mounted on the shaft and having a 
connecting-rod, F, pivoted to its outer end. 
This casing E is provided with a transverse 
shaft, Gr, having half of its thickness cut away 
at the middle, so as to form a cam, G’, against 
which the ends d d’ of the wire or rod 1) rest, 
as shown in Fig, 1. One of the projecting 
ends of the shaft G is provided with a handle, 
H, for adjusting this cam-shaft. If the cam 
shaft G G’ is in the position shown in Fig. l, 
and the clutch is turned in the direction of 
the arrow at’, the casing E presses against the 
end at of the wire D, the coils will be tightened, 
and the shaft B will be rotated in the direc 
tion of the arrow a2. During the return move 
ment of the clutch in the direction of the ar 
row a3 the coil will be loosened and will slip 
over the shaft. During this adjustment of the 
cam-shaft G G’ the end d ofthe wire D is ?rmly 
held between the cam-shaft G G’ and the eas 
ing E, and the rod (1’ is loose. If the cam-shaft 
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G G’ is turned half a revolution, the end (1’ of 
the wire D will be held between the cam-shaft 
G G’ and the casing E, and the end d will be 
loose. If the clutch is then turned in the di 
rection of the arrow a3, the coil will be tight 
ened, and the shaft B will be rotated in the 
direction of the arrow as. During the return 
movement of the clutch in the direction of the 
arrow at” the coil will be loosened and will slip 
over the shaft. By simply turning the cam 
shaft or shifter G G’ the clutch can be easily 
adjusted to gripe the shaft (luring rotation in 
one direction or the other. In Fig. 5 I have 
shown a band, J, coiled around the shaft B. 
The ends jj’ of this band project from the shaft 
and rest against a shifter or cam-shaft, K, 
which is squared at the ends, the ?at or squared 
part at one end being at right angles to the 
?at or squared part at the other end. In its 
operation this clutch is the same as the clutch 
shown in Figs. 1 and 2, the only difference be 
ing that a band is used instead of a rod or 
wire.~ This clutch can also be used as a brake 
or as a clutch between a driven or driving 
pulley and shaft. 

I have described this device as being ap 
plied to rotate the shaft by means of the con 
necting-rod; but it can be'used as well to op 
erate the connecting-rod from the rotating 
shaft. 

I have described the rod or band as being 
coiled around a shaft; butjust as well the rod, 
wire, or band can be coiled in a cylinder, and 
instead of griping when contracted, it will 
then gripe when expanded; but thismodi?ca 

tion is based on the same principle as the 
clutch described, and is only a mere colorable 
variation. 
Having thus fully described my invention, I 

claim as new and desire to secure by Letters 
Patent 

1. An improved frietion~clutch consisting of 
a band or wire coiled around a shaft and hav 
ing its end or ends projecting from the shaft 
for receiving the power, substantially as shown 
and described, whereby, when the said end or 
ends are turned, the coil is tightened upon the 
shaft and both coil and shaft are turned to 
gether, as set forth. 

2. In afriction-clutch, the combination, with 
a band or wire coiled around a shaft and hav 
ing its ends projecting from the shaft, of a 
shifter or device for holding either of the ends 
of this wire or band, substantially as herein 
shown and described, and for the purpose of 
adjusting the clutch to operate in either direc 
tion of rotation, as set forth. 

3. In a friction-clutch, the combination, with 
the wire or band D, coiled around a shaft, and 
having its ends at d’ projecting from the shaft, 
of the casing E, loosely mounted on the shaft, 
and ofashiftercream-shaft,GG’,in thiscasing, 
substantially as herein shown and described, 
and for the purpose of adjusting the clutch to 
operate in either direction of rotation, as set 
forth. I 

ANALDO M. ENGLISH. 
Witnesses: 

CHARLES W. LORD, 
()soAR LAPHAM. 
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